“If you want to teach people a new way of thinking, don't bother trying to teach them. Instead, give them a
tool, the use of which will lead to new ways of thinking.”
- R. Buckminster Fuller

Holistic Vision Is The Master Skeleton Key That Reveals Everything
Just as a skeleton key opens all doors in a structure, Holistic Vision opens the hidden foundations of all issues,
opportunities, people, situations.
The Holistic Vision Program is an intense and highly interactive psychological workshop filled with deceptively simple
drills composed of two concepts.

Psychological Strategy
●
●
●

Reveals limited visions and mindsets regarding threats and opportunities
Habituates constant divorcing and exercising of visions and mindsets
Habituates psychological exercises to see the world holistically

The System of Interconnectivity
●
●
●

Reveals how all solutions for all complex issues surround us daily
Reveals how seemingly unrelated concepts are deeply related
Reveals how it hides in plain sight and governs everyone and situation

Holistic Vision guts and rebuilds entire thinking foundations to force game-changing action and thought leading to
business, personal and social step-change by seeing past distractions and superficial variables to the underlying,
hidden-in-plain-sight universals behind everything.
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“All the most powerful ideas in history go back to archetypes.”
- Carl Gustav Jung

Building The Most Powerful Thinking Foundations
Holistic Vision uses the universal foundations, archetypes, principles, algorithms, concepts that surround us every day and
rule every issue, opportunity, person and situation, yet hide in plain sight; similar to the concepts of air and gravity.

Successes Across Countries, Industries & Languages
Uses
Seeing past superficial answers to questions
Seeing past confusion in complex systemic issues
Consulting/Training others in-depth on desired
Studying and acquiring in-depth understanding quickly

Connecting and engaging with people on deep levels
Seeing scenarios from multiple angles
Holistic, thorough, proper SWOT analysis
Perpetuating engaging lifelong learning and development

Clientele
Multi-Million Dollar Companies
Universities
Doctors
Law Enforcement
Holistic Health Practitioners
Underprivileged Groups
Call Centers
Sales Departments
Human Resources Departments

Actors
Artists/Creatives
Authors
Chiropractors
Church Leaders
Engineers
Entrepreneurs/Serial Entrepreneurs
Gymnasts
Jobseekers

Managers
Marketers
Parents/Single Parents & Their
Children
Protection Specialists/Bodyguards
Psychologists
TEDx Judges & Speakers
Voiceover Artists
Writers

Malawi
Moldova
Morocco
Netherlands
New Zealand
Spain

Thailand
Turkey
UK
USA
Vietnam
Zimbabwe

Countries
Azerbaijan
China
France
Georgia
India
Italy

Program Availability
Conducted in-person or virtually across countries and languages via one or multiple two-, three-, or four-hour days.

